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Long live summer!
Spending time outside and enjoying the days until evening falls. This is 
how we make the most of life under the open sky – aided by Glatz 
parasols.

We track the movement of the sun and break new ground time and 
again so we can offer you fascinating designs, innovative technologies 
and quality that’s second to none. 

Glatz parasols are never left in the shade when it comes to their 
aesthetics, function and convenience. With 19 models in different 
formats, 70 unique colours and more than 20,000 possible 
combinations, we provide comfort and shade for individuals and 
companies, offering UV-resistant, windproof and waterproof  
solutions for outdoor spaces large and small.

Our certified sales partners also know how important it is to satisfy  
a wide range of requirements in terms of design, ergonomics, ease of 
use, peerless protection and top-quality materials. We listen to them 
and work hand-in-hand with them to ensure a consistently high level of 
quality. 

At Glatz, all our employees are deeply committed to ensuring our 
parasols offer customised sun protection over the long term.  
Even after 128 years, we’re still going strong – and showing the  
sun how well our shade complements its rays.  

Markus Glatz and the entire Glatz team
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Our values
“I like it here!” Ideally: “I feel at home here!” When describing the atmosphere of a particular 
place, one intuitively draws on one’s own feelings. And this happens long before one tries to 
describe an ambience with objective parameters such as size, acoustics, panorama, light or 
warmth. This sense of well-being in the outdoor area is our ultimate goal. It has as much to 
do with craftsmanship as it does with stylistic confidence. Both are based on our 
longstanding experience as a Swiss family business. Because, for more than 125 years we 
have been designing and building parasols that combine two Swiss virtues: innovation and 
tradition. We don’t just embody these terms, they are also reflected in our three brand 
values of durability, individuality and design, as well as in our range of parasols.

Built for many summers
For us, high quality means the sum total of the material and its processing. Our parasols are 
designed so that they do their job in an extremely reliable way. This starts with the design 
and ends in the wind tunnel, where all of our parasols are tested for their  
wind stability. This also means that our fabrics offer the maximum protection against the 
sun and retain their original colouration for a very long time, despite the UV rays. 

A tailor-made solution for every situation
Every place is different. Our parasols are therefore available in almost every possible
variation. We are very proud of this uniqueness. We offer a solution which is quite  
literally tailor-made for every situation. From the small, angled balcony to the extensive 
patio at a Grand Hotel. 

Timelessness instead of short-term fashion
If we reduce the design of all our parasols to a common denominator, we speak of timeless 
elegance. Of course, over the several decades in our history, more than one useful detail of 
a visual nature or technical advancement have been implemented in our parasols. What you 
certainly won’t find in our parasols, however, is any attempt to follow short-term fads and 
trends. We set trends in ergonomics and functionality. That is what makes a parasol from 
Glatz stand out. 
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For the patio and garden
We know how important your home is to you. We therefore make parasols which reflect your 
personal style to perfection: from the futuristic swimming pool landscape to the garden 
behind the house. Our parasols are timeless, functional and durable. And for many long 
summers, a highlight in the most beautiful summer residence in the world – your garden. 

For hotels and restaurants
With a parasol from Glatz, you can transform the outside area of your restaurant into  
an indoor area. After all, the durability and functionality of our parasols gives you and your 
guests protection and safety outdoors, also during unsettled weather conditions.  
That means you can start the open-air season earlier in your outdoor area and entertain 
your guests until the late autumn. Almost all parasols can be equipped with LED lighting and 
heaters, and some can even be fitted with a motor drive. The high closure height means 
that you don’t need to move any furniture around.

For architects and designers
Anyone developing and implementing sophisticated residential complexes or hotels 
requires a conclusive concept for the outdoor areas. In this respect, the designer team at 
Glatz is made up of competent consultants for innovative shading solutions, and  
supports architects and designers in the implementation of special solutions. A consistent 
system was created, based on our parasol design and the clear conception of the product, 
which is finely tuned to suit your construction plans, right down to the last detail.
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This model of parasol is particularly suitable for the demanding nature 
of everyday life in the hospitality industry. It can be customised in 
terms of its colour, shape and size and combined with other models. 

Due to its functionality and robustness as well as its ability to be fixed 
into the lawn, this model of parasol is strongly recommended for 
lawns small and large.

Whether big, small, square or rectangular – this model adapts to the 
conditions on the patio and sets highlights out-of-doors.

This model and its adjustment options give shade to the very last 
corner of the balcony; due to its design, it hardly takes up any space.

Usage locations

Hotel & catering

Lawn

Patio

Balcony
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This type of parasol can be fastened to a base or a pedestal with 
added weight. The location can also be changed at any time, without 
any mounting work. This can be fastened with a clip which is 
designed not to damage the pole.

If the parasol is to be fixed firmly in one place, a ground socket which 
is set in concrete is recommended. Trip hazards are avoided due to 
the full integration of the parasol in the area of seating.

This model can be fixed to a new location in the soft ground within a 
very short time with a lawn spike which is sunk into the ground. This 
can be fastened with a clip which is designed not to damage the pole.

Walls and partitions are no impediment, as this model of parasol can be 
attached to them on a space-saving basis thanks to the wall bracket. 

If space is limited, this model of parasol can be attached to the 
balcony railing using a clamp.

Owners of Glatz-parasols stay on the safe side when they use the 
original accessories from Glatz to achieve the optimum fastening and 
stability. Only in this way are the optimum use and the Glatz warranty 
guaranteed.

Fastening solutions

Base

Ground socket

Lawn spike

Balcony bracket

Wall bracket
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Colour: 601 Waterfall



ALEXO®

The classic parasol since 1931
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ALEXO®

∅ 200 cm 20 km/h
∅ 220 cm 20 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

Alexo is an icon. For over 90 years, this quintessential parasol has perfectly combined 
design and functionality. Made of Swiss ash wood and featuring a gear joint, its pole as well 
as its domed parasol roof make it a real classic for sunny days. Thanks to the tilt action of up 
to 90° and Alexo’s ability to rotate around its own axis, creating shade becomes child’s play.

At 200 to 220 centimetres in diameter, Alexo is also the ideal parasol when space is limited. 
Its break-proof ribs, the iconic and high-quality ash wood mast and a solid gear joint, made 
of die-cast zinc, ensure that Alexo is a permanently reliable companion. And as you would 
expect, it comes with assorted fixations and the appropriate flounce. This is what savoir 
vivre with a rich heritage looks like. 

Frame 10 parts 
Pole ∅ 30 mm
Die-cast zinc gear joint
Ribs made from flexible, break-proof fibreglass
Function: Tiltable to 90°
Frame roof: round

Frame colour Swiss ash with a clear varnish

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98  %
Fabric Quality 4: polyester, 250 g/m², UV protection > 98  %

Flounce Available with or without
The material on the version without flounce is reinforced with leather edges

Protective cover Can be ordered as an optional extra

The classic parasol since 1931
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Colour: 523 Champagner



PIAZZINO
The long-lasting wooden parasol
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PIAZZINO

∅ 300 cm 30 km/h 300 × 300 cm 30 km/h
∅ 350 cm 30 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

The continuous pole and robust frame made of eucalyptus wood give Piazzino its authentic 
aura and strong stability. Yet our high-quality wooden parasol also impresses with its ease 
of use: thanks to a pulley system, it is quick and effortless to operate. Honest, practical, 
Swiss.

Timeless elegance, ease of use and reliability are what make Piazzino so popular. Its durable 
eucalyptus wood and the use of extremely robust plastic for highly stressed components 
such as the crown, runner and top are what give it its long service life. Its fabric is always 
under tension, as the parasol roof is heigh adjustable thanks to the runner. Our Piazzino 
loves to provide natural shade.

Frame 8 parts 
Full-length pole ∅ 48 mm
Pulley system for opening and closing, fixed with a metal pin
Fabric corners reinforced with (white) leather
Frame roof: round, square

Frame colour Fabric Quality 5, 4: colourless-varnished eucalyptus wood
Fabric Quality 2: red-varnished eucalyptus wood

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 4: polyester, 250 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 2: polyester, 220 g/m², UV protection > 98 %

Flounce Only available without

Protective cover Included in delivery

Electrical accessories Osyrion Spot LED with integrated battery pack

The long-lasting wooden parasol
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Colour: 558 Steel



TEAKWOOD
The elegant masterpiece in precious timber
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TEAKWOOD

∅ 300 cm 30 km/h 330 × 330 cm 30 km/h
∅ 350 cm 30 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

Aesthetic, elegant and valuable. Teakwood is the Rolls-Royce of wooden parasols. 
Untreated teak, high-quality leather flaps for stowing the rope, a double pulley system, 
leather-reinforced fabric corners and protective metal caps on the rib ends – this is the 
legacy of unique parasol-making craftsmanship.

The double pulley system allows for quick and easy opening of this parasol, which is offered 
exclusively in the higher-quality fabric grades 4 or 5. The runner is heigh adjustable and is 
secured with a metal pin, which is attached with a chain. The ribs are securely bolted, and a 
metal protector at the end of the untreated teak pole ensures a long service life. Teakwood 
combines aesthetics with exemplary manufacturing techniques, wholly in keeping with the 
Glatz tradition.

The elegant masterpiece in precious timber

Frame 8 parts 
Full-length pole ∅ 48 mm
Wood-swell protection through metal bridge at the transition to the support tube
Double pulley system for opening and closing, fixed with a metal pin
With rustproof fittings
Fabric corners reinforced with leather
Frame roof: round, square

Frame colour Fine teak

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 4: polyester, 250 g/m², UV protection > 98 %

Flounce Only available without

Protective cover Included in delivery

Electrical accessories Osyrion Spot LED with integrated battery pack
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Colour: 684 Urban Shadow



SMART
Our modern compact parasol 
with a minimalist design

NEW
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SMART, 
Int. Patents pend.  Int. Design reg.

SMART

∅ 200 cm 75 km/h 200 × 200 cm 50 km/h 210 × 150 cm 55 km/h
∅ 220 cm 65 km/h 240 × 240 cm 40 km/h 250 × 200 cm 40 km/h
∅ 250 cm 50 km/h
∅ 300 cm 35 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

Our modern compact parasol with a minimalist design

Frame 6 or 8 parts
Pole ∅ 36 mm
Premium design
Function: internal support tube, quick opening and closing with clever sliding mechanism
Infinitely variable height adjustment up to 50 cm, tilts 32° in both directions
Ideal for balconies
Canopy self-tensing through flexible rib ends
Frame roof: round, square, rectangular
Fabric corners reinforced with leather (Fabric Quality 5, 4)

Frame colour Matt white or anthracite powder-coated aluminium

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 4: polyester, 250 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 2: polyester, 220 g/m², UV protection > 98 % 
(Available as Alu-Smart)

Flounce Only available without

Protective cover Can be ordered as an optional extra

Electrical accessories Osyrion Spot LED with integrated battery pack

The epitome of outstanding design and functionality, the new Smart model is built for a 
modern lifestyle. Its simple design with a handy runner for opening, the option to tilt the 
parasol roof in both directions, 360° rotation of the upper pole and stepless height 
adjustment make our new, flexible centre-pole parasol the perfect choice, even where 
space is limited.

In combination with the powder-coated aluminium profile in white or anthracite, the flat ribs 
with their sophisticated ball and socket joints create the modern, floating aesthetic of the 
parasol roof. The mechanical heart of the system is the cleverly concealed technology 
inside the smart runner. When this is pushed upwards, the parasol can be opened manually 
in no time at all, and its height can be adjusted steplessly up to 50 cm with the rotary knob. 
Thanks to the tilter, the parasol roof can be tilted up to 32° to the left or right with minimal 
effort. It also has an internal support tube, thanks to which the parasol and base appear to 
be cast from a single mould. This is technical innovation with a keen eye for detail.
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Colour: 806 Forge



 TWIST
The ergonomically complete design purist
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TWIST,
Int. Patents pend.  Int. Design reg.

∅ 270 cm 55 km/h 240 × 240 cm 45 km/h 210 × 150 cm 55 km/h
∅ 300 cm 50 km/h 250 × 200 cm 45 km/h
∅ 330 cm 45 km/h

TWIST

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

The flat parasol roof, handy crank and ergonomic swivel mechanism reflect our ambition to 
create sustainable inventions. Twist is easy and convenient to open at hip height with just a 
few rotations of the crank, offers stepless tilt adjustment thanks to the rotary handle, and 
can be rotated 360° using the practical clamping lever. The epitome of simple yet elegant 
parasol design. 

Together with the flat parasol roof, the white and anthracite powder-coated aluminium 
frame and ribs create a modern, floating look. The high-quality canopy is self-tensioning, 
thanks to spring-loaded rib ends. The mast features an internal steel pipe for which a lower 
pole is available, so that the parasol height can be adjusted to ensure the right amount of 
shade at all times. Typical Swiss precision. 

Frame 6 or 8 parts
Pole ∅ 45 mm
Self-aligning crank
Premium design
Function: internal support tube, all the operating functions at waist level:  
open/close using a crank, tilt to 32° using a rotary handle, for 360° rotation  
using a clamping lever
Canopy self-tensing through flexible rib ends
Frame roof: round, square, rectangular
Fabric corners reinforced with leather (Fabric Quality 5, 4)

Frame colour Matt white or anthracite powder-coated aluminium

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 4: polyester, 250 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 2: polyester, 220 g/m², UV protection > 98 %, 
(Available as Alu-Twist)

Flounce Only available without

Protective cover Can be ordered as an optional extra

Accessories Lower pole with height adjustment

Electrical accessories Osyrion Spot LED with integrated battery pack

The ergonomically complete design purist
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Colour: 611 Sandstone



SUNWING® Casa
The handy all-round parasol
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SUNWING® Casa

∅ 300 cm 35 km/h 270 × 270 cm 30 km/h 300 × 240 cm 35 km/h
∅ 330 cm 30 km/h

SUNWING® Casa,
 Int. Design reg.

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

Always there for you when you need shade – but never in your way. The innovative 
technology behind the Sunwing Casa ensures a pleasing sense of lightness, as the protective 
fabric floats freely above you. One crank opens the medium-sized side-mast parasol in the 
blink of an eye, while another crank tilts it up to 45°. 

Timeless design, pioneering crank technology, ease of use, a high-performance side mast 
and 360° rotation are the hallmarks of the Sunwing Casa. Its slender supporting rods and  
the parasol roof frame are made of anodised or anthracite powder-coated aluminium. The 
high-quality canopy is self-tensioning, thanks to flexible rib ends. Freedom is the new normal.

The handy all-round parasol

Frame 8 parts
Mast profile 55 × 2.5 mm
Crank drive for opening and closing
Crank for stepless tilting of roof in both directions (45°)
Crank housing, support arm guide and head made from robust die-cast aluminium
Screws and rivets made from stainless steel
Canopy self-tensing through flexible rib ends
Frame roof: round, square, rectangular

Frame colour Natural anodised or anthracite powder-coated aluminium

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 4: polyester, 250 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 2: polyester, 220 g/m², UV protection > 98 %, 
 (Only in anthracite frame)

Flounce Only available without

Protective cover Included in delivery

Electrical accessories Osyrion Spot LED with integrated battery pack
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Colour: 510 White



SOMBRANO® S+

The flagship parasol
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SOMBRANO® ,
Int. Patents reg.  Int. Design reg.

SOMBRANO® S+

∅ 375 cm 45 km/h 300 × 300 cm 45 km/h 400 × 300 cm 35 km/h
∅ 400 cm 35 km/h 350 × 350 cm 35 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

A turn of the crank is all it takes to enjoy stylish, classy 360° solar protection. Sombrano S+  
is the first side-mast parasol that, as if by magic, can be opened synchronously and can  
also be positioned horizontally. This represents perfected ease of use and maximum solar 
protection in combination with timeless elegance, without feeling constrained. 

No matter where the sunlight falls – with our bestseller, you always have a relaxing spot in 
the shade. The robust lateral mast ensures that you can move about freely in the shade. 
The high-quality parasol roof ensures 100% solar protection and can be tilted in stages by 
up to 54° with the tilting rod. And thanks to the pedal-operated turnable base, it is also very 
easy to rotate 360° on its own axis. All-round solar protection has never been this easy.

The flagship parasol

Frame 8 parts
Mast profile oval 66 × 95 × 3 mm
Crank drive for opening and closing
Roof pitch in both directions up to 54° using a comfort crank
Ball-bearing turnable base with pedal for 360° rotation
Crank housing, trolley, support arm guide and head made from die-cast aluminium
Screws and rivets made from stainless steel
Canopy self-tensing through flexible rib ends
Frame roof: round, square, rectangular

Frame colour Natural anodised or anthracite powder-coated aluminium

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 4: polyester, 250 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 2: polyester, 220 g/m², UV protection > 98 %, 
 (Only in anthracite frame)

Flounce Only available without

Protective cover Included in delivery

Electrical accessories Osyrion Spot LED with integrated battery pack
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Colour: 527 Urban Chrome



PENDALEX® P+

The multifunctional all-rounder
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PENDALEX® P+,
Int. Patents reg.  Int. Design reg.

PENDALEX® P+

∅ 300 cm 20 km/h 285 × 230 cm 20 km/h
∅ 325 cm 20 km/h
∅ 350 cm 20 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

With its look of a classic parasol roof, the allrounder Pendalex P+ ensures that shade can 
always be found where it is needed in gardens. This is thanks to smart technology: the 
parasol roof can be steplessly tilted by up to 90° in any direction as desired and – thanks to 
a gas compression spring – can easily be adjusted in height by up to 50 centimetres and 
rotated 360°. 

Right-handed and left-handed users alike can insert the crank as desired and thus open and 
close Pendalex P+ with great ease and very few turns of the crank. The robust aluminium 
mast can be positioned by the edge of the table to save space, providing shade wherever it 
is needed. This multifunctional side-mast parasol can be used not just for solar protection 
but also as a vertical privacy screen. The parasol for those who love convenience.

The multifunctional all-rounder

Frame 10 parts
Profiled mast ∅ 67 mm
Crank drive for opening and closing
Crank insertable for right- and left-handers
With a gas compression spring, the parasol can be easily adjusted to the desired height 
(50 cm hub)
Support arm can be steplessly extended in the roller guide
Glatz ball and socket joint (made from pressed, hard-anodised aluminium)
allows parasol roof to be steplessly tilted in all directions by 90°
Stepless 360° rotation
Shell parts made from fibreglass-reinforced plastic, guides made from Teflon-modified, 
high-performance plastic
Ribs made from tempered spring steel, galvanised and powder-coated
Frame roof: round, rectangular

Frame colour Natural anodised or anthracite powder-coated aluminium

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %

Flounce Available with or without

Protective cover Included in delivery

Electrical accessories Osyrion Spot LED with integrated battery pack
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Colour: 588 Olive



AURA
The majestic wooden parasol
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AURA

350 × 350 cm 45 km/h
400 × 400 cm 40 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

A dignified mast in warm eucalyptus wood with several coatings of varnish and an 
aluminium core. Powder-coated stainless steel inserts in elegant silver tones. Intelligent 
technology and a canopy in the highest Fabric Quality 5. The selected materials and 
authentic design give the Aura side-mast parasol its natural magic and captivating 
elegance. 

Despite its impressive size, Aura is manoeuvrable and flexible. Depending on the angle of 
the sun, the mighty parasol roof can be tilted towards the mast and rotated 360° in stages 
by lifting the locking lever. With just a few turns of the crank, you can effortlessly open and 
close the parasol. Meanwhile, the immovable base ensures the parasol remains firmly in 
place even in high winds. The authentically natural parasol for the discerning.

The majestic wooden parasol

Frame 8 parts
Crank drive for opening and closing (removable crank)
360° ball-bearing swivel mechanism with locking lever on the mast
Premium varnished eucalyptus wood, with stabilising aluminium core, ribs 
made from eucalyptus wood, silver powder-coated stainless steel and aluminium  
components
Function: Parasol roof tiltable against the mast
Frame roof: square

Frame colour Colourless-varnished eucalyptus wood

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %

Flounce Only available without

Protective cover Included in delivery

Electrical accessories Osyrion Spot LED with integrated battery pack
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Colour: 803 Linen



AMBIENTE Nova
The queen of the side-mast parasols
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AMBIENTE Nova

∅ 400 cm 45 km/h 350 × 350 cm 40 km/h 400 × 300 cm 45 km/h
∅ 500 cm 35 km/h 400 × 400 cm 35 km/h 450 × 350 cm 35 km/h

AMBIENTE Nova,
Int. Patents pend.  Int. Design reg.

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

The largest Glatz side-mast parasol impresses with its incomparable wealth of variants and 
carefully thought-out opening mechanism. The LED lighting system elegantly integrated 
into the ribs and mast provide Glatz quality that can be experienced each evening. 
Ambiente Nova – the majestic parasol for large balconies and patios. 

Ambiente Nova fulfils the wishes of exacting individualists: our largest side-mast parasol is 
available in various custom sizes in addition to the standard sizes. The frame is available in 
all RAL colours and, in addition, there are canopies in 55 colours to choose from. The 
comfort crank ensures smooth, synchronous opening of the parasol roof without touching 
the furniture. Additional options such as the individually controllable LED lighting system 
and the motorised opening mechanism make this side-mast parasol perfect for private 
homes.

Frame 8 parts
Profiled mast profile 85 × 145 mm
Crank drive for opening and closing, motor drive optionally available
Opposite opening principle for particularly high closing height
Synchronous opening principle
Optional 360° rotation adapter, with electrics 310°
Support arm and frame of the parasol roof made from anodised aluminium profiles
Canopy self-tensing through flexible rib ends
Frame roof: round, square, rectangular, custom build on request

Frame colour Natural anodised aluminium, powder-coated anthracite matt
Available in any RAL colour for a surcharge

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %

Flounce Available with or without 

Protective cover Can be ordered as an optional extra

Options Dimmable LED lighting, direct and indirect, integrated in ribs and on mast Motor drive, 
remote control, BUS system (connection to house control)

The queen of the side-mast parasols
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Colour: 669 Carbone



FORTANO®

The windproof side-mast parasol
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FORTANO®,
Int. Patents reg.

FORTANO®

300 × 300 cm 55 km/h 400 × 300 cm 45 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

The solid construction, flat roof and high-quality manufacturing techniques make this  
side-mast parasol a steadfast companion even in stronger winds. Thanks to its high closing 
height and intelligent technology for synchronous extension and opening of the parasol, 
Fortano is highly popular in restaurant settings in particular.

Its multifunctional crank reflects the cutting-edge level of our parasol technologies. Turning 
the crank raises the trolley whilst simultaneously opening the parasol roof. Like all the 
parasols in the F range, Fortano has been specially developed for use in windy spots. With 
our fixed ground anchors, this parasol can happily withstand wind speeds of up to 55 km/h 
at 300 × 300 cm in canopy size. The windproof shade-giver for restaurant gardens or at 
home.

The windproof side-mast parasol

Frame 8 parts
Mast profile oval 66 × 95 × 3 mm
Crank drive for opening and closing
Closable over covered tables (65–105 cm)
Opposite opening principle for particularly high closing height
Synchronous opening principle
Optionally with turnable base for 360° rotation
Canopy self-tensing through flexible rib ends
Frame roof: square, rectangular

Frame colour Natural anodised or anthracite powder-coated aluminium

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 4: polyester, 250 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 2: polyester, 220 g/m², UV protection > 98 %, 
 (Only in anthracite frame)

Flounce Only available without

Protective cover Included in delivery

Electrical accessories Osyrion Spot LED with integrated battery pack
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Colour: 637 Cherry



FORTINO® Riviera
The compact windproof parasol 
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FORTINO® Riviera,
 Int. Design reg.

FORTINO® Riviera

∅ 250 cm 80 km/h 200 × 200 cm 70 km/h
∅ 300 cm 60 km/h 240 × 240 cm 60 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

Even at wind speeds of up to 80 km/h, the robust and aerodynamic design of our Fortino 
Riviera centre-pole parasol always remains master of the situation. This makes it 
particularly popular in any place exposed to high winds – on the coasts and beaches,  
on restaurant patios, in gardens and on exposed verandas.

The flat parasol roof, corrosion resistant components and robust natural anodised 
aluminium frame make the small, sturdy Fortino Riviera the ideal parasol for windy locations. 
The practical tensioning lever and patented opposing opening principle make it quick  
and easy to open and close – including above laid tables (up to 150 centimetres).  
A well-designed and convenient caster of shade that easily withstands windy weather. 

The compact windproof parasol 

Frame 8 parts
Two-part profiled pole 38.4 × 2 mm
Opposite opening principle for easy opening
Corrosion-resistant frame made of natural anodised aluminium with high-quality, 
fibreglass-reinforced plastic parts, stainless-steel screws and rivets
Screws and rivets made from stainless steel
Canopy self-tensing through flexible rib ends
Frame roof: round, square

Frame colour Natural anodised aluminium

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 4: polyester, 250 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 2: polyester, 220 g/m², UV protection > 98 %

Flounce Only available without

Protective cover Can be ordered as an optional extra

Electrical accessories Osyrion Spot LED with integrated battery pack
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Colour: 604 Cereal



FORTERO®

The medium-size windproof favourite 
for cafés and restaurants
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FORTERO®,
 Int. Design reg.

FORTERO®

∅ 350 cm 55 km/h 250 × 250 cm 70 km/h 300 × 200 cm 65 km/h
300 × 300 cm 60 km/h 350 × 250 cm 55 km/h
350 × 350 cm 50 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

With its elegantly designed canopy, our medium-sized parasol is a firm favourite for cafés 
and restaurants but is also happily at home in private gardens. Its patented low-force 
opening principle means that, even when used above laid tables, it serves as a flexible solar 
protection partner as and when required. It is stable in the wind, long-lasting and safe, even 
when the winds reach 50–70 km/h.

Its robust construction and always-taut designer parasol roof are what make the medium-
sized Fortero the solar protection king for public squares, patios and pool settings. With a 
closing height of 85 to 125 centimetres and a practical tensioning lever for fast and low-
force opening, it is clear to see why this parasol is often the first choice for cafés and 
restaurants.

The medium-size windproof favourite  
for cafés and restaurants

Frame 8 parts
Two-part profiled mast 55 × 2.5 mm
Opposite opening principle for easy opening
Closable over covered tables (85–125 cm)
Runner and crown made from robust die-cast aluminium
Screws and rivets made from stainless steel
Canopy self-tensing through flexible rib ends
Frame roof: round, square, rectangular

Frame colour Natural anodised aluminium

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 4: polyester, 250 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 2: polyester, 220 g/m², UV protection > 98 %

Flounce Only available without 

Protective cover Can be ordered as an optional extra

Electrical accessories Osyrion Spot LED with integrated battery pack
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Colour: 686 Urban Clay



FORTELLO®

The windproof garden parasol
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FORTELLO®,
 Int. Design reg.

FORTELLO®

∅ 400 cm 80 km/h 300 × 300 cm 90 km/h 400 × 300 cm 80 km/h
350 × 350 cm 80 km/h
400 × 400 cm 70 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

With parasol roofs ranging from 300 to 400 centimetres, Fortello is one of the large garden 
parasols. It is specially designed for use in wind-exposed locations. Its robust components 
and the ingenious opposing opening principle guarantee ease of use. It is immediately 
closable even above laid tables (closing height 95 to 135 centimetres). 
 
Fortello centre mast is so robust that it can withstand wind speeds of up to 90 km/h. This 
example of fine Swiss engineering is not only wind- and weatherproof, but also great for 
parties: thanks to a closing height of 95 to 135 centimetres, your glasses, bottles, etc. can 
remain on the table when you close the parasol roof. The wind-resistant Fortello creates a 
shaded paradise for gourmands in outdoor areas.

The windproof garden parasol

Frame 8 parts
Two-part profiled mast 67 × 3 mm
Opposite opening principle for easy opening
Closable over covered tables (95–135 cm)
Runner and crown made from robust die-cast aluminium
Screws and rivets made from stainless steel
Canopy self-tensing through flexible rib ends
Frame roof: round, square, rectangular

Frame colour Natural anodised aluminium

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 4: polyester, 250 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 2: polyester, 220 g/m², UV protection > 98 %

Flounce Only available without

Protective cover Can be ordered as an optional extra

Electrical accessories Osyrion Spot LED with integrated battery pack
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Colour: 650 Camel



FORTELLO® LED
The windproof night owl
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FORTELLO® LED,
 Int. Design reg.

FORTELLO® LED

∅ 400 cm 80 km/h 300 × 300 cm 90 km/h 400 × 300 cm 80 km/h
350 × 350 cm 80 km/h
400 × 400 cm 70 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

Darkness inspires. Thanks to dimmable LED light strips integrated into the ribs, night 
becomes romantic day. Our wind-resistant centre-mast parasol Fortello LED not only 
provides reliable solar protection but also 10 hours of convenient, cordless lighting after 
sundown. The darling of night owls. 

Fortello LED can easily withstand with wind speeds of up to 90 km/h. And it has plenty 
more to offer: a robust construction, an opposing opening principle, quick and easy opening 
and closing even with laid tables, and steplessly dimmable LED lights in the ribs that are 
battery-operated instead of relying on mains power. Solar protection and lighting for night 
owls, all under one parasol. 

The windproof night owl

Frame 8 parts
Two-part profiled mast 67 × 3 mm
Opposite opening principle for easy opening
Closable over covered tables (95–135 cm)
Runner and crown made from robust die-cast aluminium
Screws and rivets made from stainless steel
Dimmable LED strips with battery pack integrated in ribs
Colour temperature approx. 2,700 K (warm white), 3,200 lumen, lighting duration at 
recommended brightness 10 h
Canopy self-tensing through flexible rib ends
Frame roof: round, square, rectangular

Frame colour Natural anodised aluminium

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 4: polyester, 250 g/m², UV protection > 98 %
Fabric Quality 2: polyester, 220 g/m², UV protection > 98 %

Flounce Only available without 

Protective cover Can be ordered as an optional extra
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Colour: 805 Walnut



CASTELLO® Pro
The versatile allrounder for cafés and restaurants
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CASTELLO®,
 Int. Design reg.

CASTELLO® Pro

∅ 350 cm 100 km/h 300 × 300 cm 100 km/h 350 × 300 cm 90 km/h
∅ 400 cm 90 km/h 350 × 350 cm 85 km/h 400 × 300 cm 80 km/h
∅ 450 cm 75 km/h 400 × 400 cm 75 km/h 450 × 350 cm 75 km/h
∅ 500 cm 65 km/h 450 × 450 cm 65 km/h 500 × 400 cm 65 km/h
∅ 550 cm 60 km/h 500 × 500 cm 60 km/h 550 × 450 cm 60 km/h
∅ 600 cm 55 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

The giant parasol Castello Pro is ideal for outdoor areas of restaurants, for parks and 
playgrounds. Simple elegance and high wind stability up to 100 km/h. Quick and easy use. 
Customisable, including custom builds. Optional extras such as an integrated LED lighting 
system and heater. 

Whether it is special canopy sizes, adjustments to the frame, or an optional LED lighting 
system and heater – Castello Pro can be customised as desired. High wind stability, 
corrosion resistant materials, ease of use thanks to the simplest possible opening principle, 
and customisation options make Castello Pro the caterer’s friend when it comes to solar 
protection.

The versatile allrounder for cafés and restaurants

Frame 8 parts
Profiled, non-rotatable mast, ∅ 90 mm, wall thickness 3.2 mm
Roof ribs 33 × 20 mm
Quick and easy operation thanks to tensioning lever
Opposite opening principle for easy opening
Can be locked as required
Corrosion-resistant frame  made from natural anodised aluminium with premium,  
fibreglass reinforced
plastic components, screws and rivets made from corrosion resistant stainless steel
Self-tensioning canopy with rib ends
Frame roof: round, square, rectangular
Can be customised in size, shape and colour up to special designs

Frame colour Natural anodised aluminium, powder-coated anthracite matt 
Available in any RAL colour for a surcharge

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %

Flounce Available with or without

Options Direct and indirect LED lighting
Heater (infrared)

Accessories Protective cover, binding system, rain gutter, side panel
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Colour: 579 Pistachio

Palazzo® LINE



PALAZZO® Style
The stylish parasol even in headwinds
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PALAZZO® Style,
Int. Patents reg.  Int. Design reg.

PALAZZO® Style

∅ 350 cm 115 km/h 300 × 300 cm 110 km/h 350 × 250 cm 100 km/h
∅ 400 cm 90 km/h 350 × 350 cm 95 km/h 350 × 300 cm 95 km/h
∅ 450 cm 75 km/h 400 × 400 cm 80 km/h 400 × 200 cm 95 km/h
∅ 500 cm 65 km/h 450 × 450 cm 70 km/h 400 × 300 cm 85 km/h
∅ 600 cm 55 km/h 450 × 350 cm 75 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

A stylish, flat parasol roof and a strong mast made of natural anodised aluminium: the 
timelessly elegant design protects against the sun and rain, and can withstand wind  
speeds of up to 115 km/h. With just nine turns of the crank, Palazzo Style can be opened 
above laid tables by hand or automatically via remote control. 

Our iconic giant catering parasol Palazzo Style remains stable at wind speeds of up to 
115 km/h. Thanks to 14 standard varieties and customisable special sizes, it adapts to your 
needs with ease. And it also sets a high convenience benchmark in terms of technology  
and accessories: a motorised canopy, an LED lighting system integrated into the ribs for 
pure white or colourful, dimmable light as well as a heater – all via remote control.  
Functionality and style in one design.

The stylish parasol even in headwinds

Frame 8 parts
Open and close using a hand crank (only nine rotations) or motor drive via remote control
Opposite opening principle for a high closing height
Corrosion-resistant frame with stainless-steel screws and rivets (100–179 cm)
Frame roof: round, square, rectangular, custom build on request
Can be customised in size, shape and colour and even specially designed

Frame colour Natural anodised aluminium or powder-coated anthracite matt
Available in any RAL colour for a surcharge (RAL 7016 anthracite matt with no surcharge)

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %

Flounce Available with or without

Options Infinitely variable dimming, direct and indirect LED lighting, white and coloured
Motor drive for easy operation
Heater (with quick coupling)

Accessories Protective cover, binding system, rain gutter, side panel
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Colour: 526 Bamboo



PALAZZO® Noblesse
The giant parasol for the ambitious
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PALAZZO® Noblesse,
Int. Patents reg.  Int. Design reg.

PALAZZO® Noblesse

∅ 450 cm 85 km/h 400 × 400 cm 95 km/h 450 × 350 cm 85 km/h
∅ 500 cm 75 km/h 450 × 450 cm 80 km/h 500 × 250 cm 90 km/h
∅ 600 cm 80 km/h 500 × 500 cm 70–85 km/h 500 × 400 cm 70 km/h
∅ 700 cm 70 km/h 550 × 550 cm 75 km/h 550 × 450 cm 75 km/h

600 × 600 cm 65 km/h 600 × 300 cm 80 km/h
600 × 400 cm 75 km/h
600 × 500 cm 70 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

At 450 to 700 centimetres, it effortlessly protects against sun, and – despite  
its enormous size – opens with just 12 turns of the crank. The patented opposing opening 
principle makes it quick and easy to operate. It is windproof and available in 16 standard 
varieties with many optional extras, or as a custom build. Typical Palazzo Noblesse. 

Premium materials, high-quality manufacturing and elegant design. The flat parasol roof 
opens in the blink of an eye, and the aluminium mast with its internal support tube creates a 
safe space beneath Palazzo Noblesse. Honest Swiss quality and optional extras such as 
heating and lighting show why this parasol can be found everywhere where people  
enjoy socialising on large patios. 

The giant parasol for the ambitious

Frame 8, 10 or 12 parts
Open and close using a hand crank (12 rotations) or motor drive via remote control
Opposite opening principle for a high closing height
Corrosion-resistant frame with stainless-steel screws and rivets
Frame roof: round, square, rectangular, custom build on request
Can be customised in size, shape and colour and even specially designed

Frame colour Natural anodised aluminium or powder-coated anthracite matt
Available in any RAL colour for a surcharge (RAL 7016 anthracite matt with no surcharge)

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %

Flounce Available with or without

Options Infinitely variable dimming, direct and indirect LED lighting, white and coloured
Motor drive for easy operation
Heater (with quick coupling)

Accessories Protective cover, binding system, rain gutter, side panel 
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Colour: 605 Clay



PALAZZO® Royal
A Swiss masterpiece for large gatherings 
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PALAZZO® Royal,
Int. Patents reg.  Int. Design reg.

PALAZZO® Royal

∅ 700 cm 80 km/h 500 × 500 cm 110 km/h 600 × 500 cm 80 km/h
∅ 800 cm 70 km/h 550 × 550 cm 100 km/h 700 × 500 cm 75 km/h

600 × 600 cm 90 km/h 700 × 600 cm 75 km/h
650 × 650 cm 85 km/h 800 × 400 cm 75 km/h
700 × 700 cm 75 km/h 800 × 600 cm 60 km/h

Wind speeds apply in the case of horizontally set parasol  
parts and fixed anchoring in the ground.

With a parasol roof diameter of up to 8 metres, Palazzo Royal is the regal shade-giver in our 
range. We have used all of our experience to create this masterpiece for fine-dining 
restaurants and hotels. It can comfortably fit 20 people seeking protection from the sun and 
rain. Palazzo Royal sets the standard. 

Large patios of hotels, restaurants and public buildings are the perfect location for Palazzo 
Royal. This giant parasol is quick and easy to open with just 19 turns of the crank or optionally 
via a motor. Custom builds and optional extras such as an LED lighting system, a heater or side 
panels make Palazzo Royal the supreme master of its class.

A Swiss masterpiece for large gatherings 

Frame 10, 12 or 14 parts
Open and close using a hand crank (19 rotations) or motor drive via remote control
Opposite opening principle for a high closing height
Corrosion-resistant frame with stainless-steel screws and rivets
Frame roof: round, square, rectangular, custom build on request
Can be customised in size, shape and colour and even specially designed

Frame colour Natural anodised aluminium or powder-coated anthracite matt 
Available in any RAL colour for a surcharge (RAL 7016 anthracite matt with no surcharge)

Canopy Fabric Quality 5: polyacrylic, 300 g/m², UV protection > 98 %

Flounce Available with or without

Options Infinitely variable dimming, direct and indirect LED lighting, white and coloured
Motor drive for easy operation
Heater (with quick coupling)

Accessories Protective cover, binding system, rain gutter, side panel 
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Our story
As a family company with a history extending back over 125 years, Glatz stands for 
ingenuity, courage and strong women: from a one-man business, we have developed into a 
company with more than 100 employees and are now one of the leading manufacturers of 
parasols both, in Europe and worldwide. 

Ours is a story of people who believe in their vision. While the creativity of founder Albert 
Glatz (born 1870) found reflection in hand-held umbrellas and parasols, his son Albert 
Junior (born 1899) began to expand the product range in 1926. With parasols for the 
garden and the Alexo gear joint, he became a successful businessman. Later, as the 
inventor of the side-arm parasol and the giant parasol it was Dölf Glatz who realised how to 
develop the shading comfort provided by the garden parasols and giant parasol with 
patented solutions. 

While the Glatz story began with ladies’ parasols, it now sells its range of 19 parasols for 
homes, gardens and patios worldwide, and is the biggest supplier to private customers, and 
the hotel and catering sector. In 1988, Dölf Glatz passed the torch to his son, Markus, which 
was the dawn of a new era in which the path was set for a successful future. Thanks to his 
hard work, Glatz has gained a global foothold and has an increasingly impressive 
international reputation. 40 % of its products are of “Swiss Design”, and 60 % are “Swiss 
Made”, being manufactured in Frauenfeld. 

Glatz stands for precision, reliability and high quality combined with functional design. 
Markus Glatz: “The drive to design ever superior products that combine timeless elegance 
with wind stability, durability and ease of use characterises our DNA”. The motivation of  
the company’s employees is considered crucial to its success: “Although the know-how 
flows into every model, it is already in their minds, and came about thanks to their 
considerable dedication.” 

“We rise to the challenges of the times,” explains Markus Glatz. Glatz already manufactures 
on a resource-friendly basis, ensures its transport routes are kept short, obtains materials 
from neighbouring countries, and uses durable materials.
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807
Lava

605
Clay

800
Red Stripe

637
Cherry

617
Safran

669
Carbone

650
Camel

802
Sienna

660
Papaya

514
Corn

809
Midnight

805
Walnut

513
Outback

801
Campari

624
Yellow Stripe

615
Black

611
Sandstone

526
Bamboo

646
Rubino

810
Black Stripe

806
Forge

604
Cereal

644
Merlot

803
Linen

639
Blush

618
Dijon

645
Burgundy

510
White

509
Slate

603
Horizon

527
Urban Chrome

579
Pistachio

500
Plaster

684
Urban Shadow

600
Wave

686
Urban Clay

677
Nile

665
Chrome

502
Thunder

530
Atlantic

558
Steel

521
Aloe

550
Cement

555
Grey Stripe

602
Blue Stripe

570
Steel Stripe

589
Green Stripe

501
Granite

556
Alabaster

588
Olive

515
Cloud

652
Silver

523
Champagner

581
Jade

601
Waterfall

Morning Light

Sunset Glow

Glatz colours Fabric Quality 5
100 % polyacrylic, spun-dyed approx. 300 g/m²
Lightfastness 7 (min. 350 – 700 days)
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422
Cream

461
Taupe

408
Black

438
Straw

403
Carmine

436
Wine

158
Off White

151
Ash

404
White

453
Vanilla

420
Smoke

418
Cobalt

156
Pale Grey

417
Ocean

157
Stone Grey

all of the colours shown are non-binding

Fabric Quality 4 Fabric Quality 2
100 % polyester, spun-dyed approx. 250 g/m²
Lightfastness 7 (min. 350 days)

100 % polyester, piece-dyed approx. 220 g/m²
Lightfastness 5–6 (min. 80–160 days)
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Lightfastness
Defines the level of bleaching by the sun. If a parasol is constantly exposed to the sun’s rays, 
the fabric will bleach over time. How strongly and quickly this occurs depends on the Fabric 
Quality. Fabric Quality 5 offers excellent lightfastness: thanks to the spun-dyed polyacrylic, 
where the colour pigments have penetrated deep into the fibres during production, the 
colour intensity of your canopy will be preserved for a minimum of 350 to 700 days without 
losing its brilliance.

Fabric Quality 4 also features impressive lightfastness. Compared to Fabric Quality 2, which 
loses its colour intensity after 80 to 160 days, Fabric Quality 4 will only show initial colour 
changes after no fewer than 350 days. Fabric quality 4 features spun-dyed polyester, 
whereas fabric quality 2 uses piece-dyed polyester. Here, the fabric is first woven and then 
dyed; this means that the dye merely coats the fibres. 

You can maintain your canopy’s brilliance for longer by correctly tying your parasol when 
not in use and protecting it with a protective cover from Glatz.

Ensure that closed parasols are tied and the fabric sections folded outwards. Parasols 
should not be allowed to flutter in the wind. Patches of wear and holes do not entitle you to 
return the product.

UV Protection > 98 %
Every Glatz parasol offers you optimal protection. Every parasol offers protection against 
very strong sunlight, but not all of them protect against harmful ultraviolet (UV) rays. 
Although only a fraction of them reach the earth, UV rays can cause severe skin damage 
due to their intensity.

All Glatz canopies feature the UV protection test label. The percentage value indicated on 
the label is derived from the Ultraviolet Protection Factor (UPF) value. It is based on data 
established by the accredited Swiss testing laboratory Swiss Quality Testing Services 
(SQTS).

If 98 % of the harmful UV rays are filtered out by the fabric, only 2 % – i.e. two hundredths – 
penetrate through the fabric. This means that, with UV protection from Glatz, it takes 50 
times longer for the same dose of radiation to reach the skin than without UV protection. 
This factor 50 is defined as a sun protection factor.

When using sun protection, it is also important to be aware of and pay attention to radiation 
caused by reflection from the surroundings, such as window panes, water and metallic 
surfaces as well as other highly reflective materials.
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© All rights reserved. Images may not be reproduced without the written permission of Glatz AG or used for
any other purposes. Changes to models and designs are reserved. Valid as of July 2023.

Accessories
People with a garden, restaurant, hotel or bistro and anyone who loves being out in the 
fresh air will get even more out of Glatz: an outdoor solution! Modular heaters, lighting 
fixtures, motor drives, protective covers, radio remote controls, ground sockets, rain 
gutters, bases or mounting plates: the accessories available from Glatz are extensive and 
can be adapted individually to each model of parasol.  

Service and contact
Glatz AG sells its products via a global network of retailers and importers. In this respect, 
Glatz and its partners focus on one thing: Customer service!

We train our retailers in competent advice and repair work and provide them with 
certification for providing an excellent service in the case of complaints and repairs.  
You can look for your local retailers on our website at www.glatz.com.

GOOD TO KNOW: Depending on the model of parasol, the nearest specialist retailer  
is able to set up and install the products and to provide the customers with assistance and 
support. That’s a promise!

Our employees will be pleased to answer any questions you may have: Tel. 
+41 52 723 64 64.

Accessories
Service and contact
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